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About This Game

Fly more than 20 airplanes in an open world or try out more than 40 excitng and varied missions – from airfreighting to
dramatic rescue operations! You can also establish your own airline and fly to cities such as New York, London, Sydney and 18

other destinations. Fly the most popular models of planes, such as jumbo jets, seaplanes and a military jet with realistically
designed 3D cockpits. Experience challenging weather conditions and try to land your plane safely with an engine failure!

Features:

Fly 24 airplanes with realistic 3D cockpits

Explore and enjoy the beautiful open world of Hawaii in a free flight mode

50 exciting missions available – from sightseeing to rescue operations

Fly to 21 famous airports around the world

Start your own airline and expand your fleet

Customize the skins of your planes and upgrade your fleet for better performance and handling

Master difficult challenges like bad weather landings or engine failures
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fun game, great for xbox control and great price. Wosrt Graphics Bad game Bad gameplay Yes... Graphics are not wuite what
they are in the pictures. Pros:
+Game launches fast
+No game crashes or freezes so far
+Controller support
+The landings are sometimes challenging, especially with larger planes that have a higher landing speed

Cons:
-Steam achievements don't work
-The graphics make Hawaii look dull
-Game only takes up part of the screen at 1080p resolution

Verdict:
A PC game that looks and feels like an Android port. Could be very fun to steam off and casula play but it isn't as it doesn't
even support joystick as they mention in their faq on the game's website. As such, I strongly counsel you NOT TO BUY this
game. :(. Ideal for gaining practical flight knowledge. The game throws you right into the experience, without overloading users
with technical information. Once you adjust your graphics settings, the game is pretty impressive. I do recommend
familizarizing yourself with the controls before "take off". As someone who was looking a non-combat flight simulation, this is
Perfect!!. Very basic and quite dated. Would have been ok in the 1980s, maybe even 1990s, but not by today's standards.
Doesn't have joystick support, only keyboard and gamepad. Even gamepad control is not very smooth. First ever game that I
asked for a refund.. thes game on 1980 not in 2017. trash game~~~. You can't get past the tutorial. There is no joystick support
either. Do not buy this game.
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